8IN1 new ve
ersion update
es instru
uctions
s
1. Th
he productt informatio
on.
1) Model: SB-8IN1E-CL
2) De
escription: 8IN1E, 8in1 sensor, 8in1 Multifun
nction Senssor
3) Th
he initial ad
ddress (factory setting)): Subnet ID
D: 1, device
e ID: 13
4) Th
he applicab
ble program
m version: V
V1.55
2. DD
DP binding
g with 8in1.
1) Methods
M
of operation:
o
8in1 SBUS connected together to
o ensure
DDP and 8
the line is conn
nected prop
perly. Config
gure the DDP. Then p
press the broadcast
b
butto
on (6s) untill 8in1 broad
dcast indica
ator lights. Press
P
any kkey of first 8 keys on
DDP
P and wait fo
or about 1ss, the broadcast LED flashes as 6
60ms OFF/4
40ms ON
frequ
uency. So that DDP and 8in1 are comm
municating to bind. Until
U
the
broadcast LEDss automaticcally turn offf, the end of
o the bindin
ng.
2)Bro
oadcast sta
atus: Press the 8in1 radio button (3S)
(
until the 8in1 broa
adcasting
indiccator.
3) If mistakenlyy press the broadcast button to broadcast
b
sttate or bound state,
press again abo
out 3s to clo
oses.If there
e is no operration for ab
bout 2 minutes, it will
automatically ex
xit the curre
ent state.
4) Bo
ound: the firrst page of DDP is lighting. Third page
p
of DD
DP is mood, ZAUDIO,
air co
onditioning, service, curtains and
d all remote
e.
5) Th
he first page maximum
m command
d is 20 and the other iss 8.
it complete
6) Th
his feature does not require
r
Smart cloud operations,
o
ed by the
hardware itself.
c
ation.
3. Brrightness compensa
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This interface is increased. The compensation opening to 100% is the actual
illumination. If the 8in1 installation position is relatively high, it can be set to
90%, 85%, etc. This is set according to the actual situation of the user
environment illumination.
4. The temperature sensor.

The new temperature sensor interface is added. Users can select the
temperature sources, maximum, minimum and intermediate values. The
results of this temperature as a temperature of logic input conditions. The
operation of this interface can also refer to the specification of HVAC.
5. Temperature logical.
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1) Each 1-32 page of logic added the temperature logic. Application examples:
when someone moves and the temperature is 30-40 , the air condition can
automatically open. If the temperature is less than 30 , the air condition will be
automatically turned off.
2) The temperature setting range is -50 ° C -120, as shown.
3) The logic canceled two stem nodes.
4)Increase one relay. Relay test interface is shown as below:

5) The 8in1 logic output can control this relay. Subnet ID and Device ID is set to
8in1 itself.
The settings after the 8in1 logic Command is shown as below:
ON state:
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OFF state：

6) With detailed configuration and other functions are compatible with previous
versions. Users can refer to the configuration instructions.
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